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1. Introduction 
Most rocks of sedimentary origin in the upper layers of the earth’s crust exhibit 
high degrees of anisotropy [1-2]. The concept of anisotropy is well known in 
rock mechanics and geotechnical engineering. Anisotropic rocks exhibit 
different properties in strength and deformability with respect to the orientation 
of the principal stresses, mainly due to (1) the inherent rock fabric [3-4] and (2) 
the existence of rock discontinuities that are not uniformly distributed, leading 
to directional dependence [5]. Transverse isotropy is a special form of 
anisotropy in which an axis of symmetry exists, and it is assumed that the 
mechanical properties are the same when measured perpendicular to this 
axis.  
In sedimentary geology, layered rocks such as bedded sandstone usually 
exhibit transversely isotropic behaviour when subjected to stress. Much 
attention has been drawn to this topic; however, this attention has been 
focused on the investigation of strength anisotropy of transversely isotropic 
rocks under compression either through laboratory experiments [6-9] or by 
numerical modelling [10-11]. Less attention has been paid to strength 
anisotropy in direct tension, partly because of the difficulty of experimentation 
(mainly arising from the sample gripping and system eccentricity issue leading 
to stress concentration, bending and torsion) [12] and partly due to the 
comparatively lesser importance of the tensile strength of rocks and 
discontinuities in practical rock engineering than their compressive strength 
[6]. However, many rock mechanics applications are highly dependent on the 
tensile behaviour of rock. The drillability of rock masses and the effects of 
blasting [6] and hydraulic fracturing [13], for example, are largely controlled by 
the tensile strength of rocks. Incipient rock bedding planes may retain 
considerable tensile strength (up to 88% of the parent rock strength [14]). In 
addition, for cases where an underground rock cavern or tunnel axis forms a 
small angle to steeply inclined rock bedding planes (Fig. 1), the stability of the 
underground structure is largely controlled by the tensile strength of 
anisotropic rocks [9]. Thus, a proper assessment of the tensile behaviour of 
transversely isotropic rocks is essential for the accurate estimation of rock 
engineering stability and for the proper selection of a design scheme.  
In the laboratory, Brazilian direct tension (BDT) test is often adopted to 
investigate the tensile behaviour of anisotropic rocks [15-19]. Barron [15], 
during his study of the Spray River siltstone (Canada) in Brazilian tension 
tests, found that two anisotropic planes existed in the tested siltstone, i.e., one 
along the bedding planes and one nearly perpendicular to the bedding planes. 
Ma et al. [20] briefly reviewed previous studies on the anisotropic tensile 
strength of rocks conducted through BDTs. The test results of Brazilian 
tension tests of four different lithologies (i.e., the Longmaxi shale, Upper Red 
sandstone, Mosel slate and Val Malenco schist) were assembled, and they 
found that the degree of anisotropy (the ratio of maximum tensile strength to 
minimum tensile strength) of these rocks was approximately 1 – 4. It should 
be noted that the BDT may not be rigorous and reliable in measuring the 
tensile strength of anisotropic rocks since the assumptions used in the stress 
calculation are valid for only linearly elastic and isotropic materials, as 
discussed by Barla and Innaurato [16], Amadei et al. [21], Nova and Zaninetti 
[6] and Chen and Hsu [17].  
In spite of the difficulties of experimentation, a few investigations have 
attempted to study the direct tensile behaviour of anisotropic rocks. Hoek [1] 
reported some results of direct tension tests on transversely isotropic Pretoria 
slate (South Africa) and revealed that the tensile strength perpendicular to the 
bedding planes was much smaller than the tensile strength parallel to the 
bedding planes. Another successful example of direct tension tests on 
transversely isotropic rocks is provided by Youash [22], who tested bedded 
and laminated Lyons sandstone in direct tension. Cylindrical samples with a 
diameter of 54 mm and a length to diameter ratio of 2.0 were used in the 
study. The test results showed that bedded Lyons sandstone displayed a 
relatively low tensile strength and failed along bedding planes when the 
bedding plane inclinations (β) were 0°, 15°, 30° and 45°, respectively, relative 
to horizontal. However, for cases where the inclinations were greater (β=60°, 
75° and 90° with respect to horizontal), the samples failed across bedding 
planes, approximately perpendicular to the loading direction. Conversely, a 
relatively higher tensile strength was measured. Barla and Goffi [23] 
conducted a series of laboratory experiments to investigate the anisotropic 
tensile behaviour of laminated serpentineous schist and Val Gessi gneiss. It is 
also found that the maximum values of the tensile strength and elastic 
modulus were determined when the weakness plane has an inclination of 90° 
relative to horizontal (bedding is parallel to the applied tensile load). A type of 
sample cap that cemented the sample end faces was suggested to be used in 
the direct tension tests. Nova and Zaninetti [24] investigated the direct tensile 
behaviour of a quartzitic gneiss in the laboratory, and they also found that 
direct tensile strength depended on the inclinations of weakness planes. 
Based on their study, a failure criterion was formulated to predict the 
anisotropic tensile strength and inclination of a failure plane. Similar direct 
tensile tests were conducted by Liao et al. [25] to study the deformability and 
anisotropic tensile behaviour of a transversely isotropic argillite. Five elastic 
moduli were calculated and depended on the inclination of the bedding planes 
with respect to the loading direction. In their investigation, a saw-toothed 
failure plane was found for the samples with a high inclination of foliation 
(β >75°), which was related to the progressive failure initiating from the tips of 
pre-existing microfissures along the foliation. Kwasniewski [26] reported a 
systematic study on the anisotropic uniaxial tensile and compressive strength 
of a mica crystalline schist (transversely isotropic) from the Sudety Mountains. 
The main contribution of that work was the establishment of a relationship to 
describe the directional dependence of the ratio of uniaxial compressive 
strength to tensile strength. 
The anisotropic behaviour of transversely isotropic rocks was mainly 
investigated through compression tests and BDT. To date, relatively few 
studies on direct tensile strength anisotropy have been conducted, either in 
the laboratory or through numerical modelling. Moreover, in current 
experimentation, some information such as microcrack initiation, evolution 
and distribution in three dimensions is difficult to obtain. The underlying 
micromechanism of the macromechanical behaviour is not easily observable 
through laboratory experiments. On the other hand, bedding planes (leading 
to transverse isotropy) may have different strength, which depends on the 
rates of sedimentation and post-depositional cementation and other factors 
such as weathering and unloading. Although often disregarded, differentiating 
the incipiency of rock discontinuities based on its relative tensile strength to 
that of the parent rock is highly important for gaining a realistic understanding 
of the rock mass properties [14].  
To gain a better understanding of strength anisotropy, the direct tensile 
behaviour of transversely isotropic laminated Midgley Grit sandstone (MGS) 
containing incipient bedding planes was studied by using a discrete element 
method (DEM) that uses the particle flow code PFC3D 5.0. The particle-based 
DEM allows tracking of crack initiation and evolution and rock failure at both 
the microscale and macroscale [4]. Bedding planes with different direct tensile 
strengths were considered in the numerical model. Numerical results were 
compared, and the results were predicted by established direct tensile failure 
criteria for transversely isotropic rocks.  
 2. Laboratory experiment  
A laboratory testing apparatus has been established by Shang et al. [14] to 
measure the direct tensile strength of incipient bedding planes. Laboratory 
experimental results were used to differentiate bedding planes in terms of 
their tensile strength for the numerical simulation. Fig. 2 shows the 
experimental setup with a laminated Midgely Grit sandstone sample 
containing incipient bedding planes. These bedding planes are oriented 
approximately perpendicular to the loading axis. In the laboratory, samples 
with diameters of 70 mm were cored perpendicular to the incipient bedding 
planes from large Midgely Grit sandstone blocks collected from Blackhill 
Quarry, West Yorkshire, UK. The sandstone is well laminated and bedded 
and is from the Carboniferous Midgley Grit formation [27]. The sample ends 
were ground flat. To avoid stress concentration, as suggested by Barla and 
Goffi [23], the end faces of the samples were cemented to specially 
manufactured metal caps by an epoxy resin (araldite) with a tensile strength 
of more than 20 MPa. Steel chains were used as linkage systems to minimize 
the effect of bending and torsion (Fig. 2). In some cases, after testing, the 
sample was glued together by araldite, and the sample was retested. This 
experimental technique allows the strength of stronger incipient bedding 
planes to be measured in each subsequent test run. Table 1 shows parts of 
the broken bedding planes (from three samples) with different tensile 
strengths. The uniaxial tensile strength of the strongest bedding plane tested 
was 1.82 MPa, which is approximately 88% of that of the homogeneous 
parent rock tested in the same manner (2.08 MPa) [14]. In contrast, the 
tensile strength of the weakest bedding plane measured was 0.65 MPa, which 
is approximately 31% of that of the intact parent rock (Table 1).   
3. Numerical investigation  
3.1 Numerical model generation and micro-parameter selection  
A particle-based DEM was used to investigate the anisotropic behaviour of 
laminated rocks containing incipient bedding planes under uniaxial direct 
tension. In the particle-based DEM, rock matrix is represented by an 
assembly of rigid particles bonded together at their contacts. The parallel 
bond [28], which can resist tension, rotation and shearing, was adopted in the 
current study. The bond will break once the external stress acting on it 
exceeds the corresponding strength. Detailed information about the parallel 
bond model can be found in Potyondy and Cundall [28].  
In this study, bedding planes were simulated with a smooth joint model [29]. 
Fig. 3 shows the setup of the numerical model. Cylindrical samples with a 
height of 140 mm and diameter of 70 mm were generated (Fig. 3a). Each 
sample comprised approximately 50000 rigid particles with uniformly 
distributed radii varying from 1.0 mm to 1.5 mm. During the direct tension 
tests, the two end faces of the sample (green and red particles in Fig. 3a) 
were moved in opposite directions with a constant velocity of 0.005 m/s, which 
is slow enough to maintain a quasi-static equilibrium. Fig. 3d schematically 
shows how the samples containing incipient bedding planes with different 
strengths (represented by different colours) and inclinations β (β is shown in 
Fig. 3e) were prepared. An equal bedding spacing (d) of 17 mm was used in 
the simulation, as shown in Fig. 3b (orange particles in Fig. 3a are not shown 
for clarity). The incipient bedding planes with different strengths (in the sense 
of tensile strength of the smooth joint bond) were marked by different colours, 
i.e., red for B3 with a tensile strength of 1.69 MPa, cyan for B1 with a tensile 
strength of 1.82 MPa, magenta for B2 with a tensile strength of 1.79 MPa, 
green for B5 with a tensile strength of 0.69 MPa and blue for B4 with a tensile 
strength of 1.51 MPa (see Table 1 and Fig. 3b). As shown in Fig. 3c, three 
measurement spheres with the same radius of 33 mm were installed in the 
top, middle and bottom of the sample to measure the stresses during the 
direct tension test. The axial strains along the z-axis were measured and 
recorded by the stain gauge particles on the top and bottom of the samples 
during the tension tests. Each test was terminated once the axial stress 
decreases to half of the maximum magnitude.    
Intact samples and samples containing incipient bedding planes were 
calibrated against the results of the laboratory experiments described in 
section 2. The elastic modulus of the parallel bond was first calibrated through 
a trial-and-error process, by adjusting the particle linear contact modulus, 
linear contact stiffness ratio, bond modulus and bond stiffness ratio. Next, the 
bond cohesion and tensile strength were varied to match the direct tensile 
strength of the same ostensibly homogeneous sample. Comparison of the 
calibrated numerical and laboratory results of the intact rock is shown in Fig. 4 
(the black solid line with corresponding dashed line). Fig. 5a shows the typical 
failure patterns of the intact samples in direct tension obtained from the 
laboratory experiment (left) and the numerical modelling (right). As shown, 
samples failed with one major fracture that formed perpendicular to the 
loading axis. 
The micro-parameters of the smooth joint model were then calibrated against 
the laboratory experimental results of the laminated and bedded Midgley Grit 
sandstone. In each calibration, the previously calibrated intact DEM sample 
with one incipient bedding plane was generated by inserting a series of 
smooth joints in the same layer perpendicular to the sample axis. Again, the 
elastic modulus of each incipient bedding plane was first calibrated, followed 
by the peak tensile strength. Five incipient bedding planes with five different 
tensile strengths were involved in the calibration. It should be noted that for a 
small-scale bedded sample used in the laboratory (70 mm diameter in this 
study), the bedding planes are often considered to be transversely isotropic 
and uniformly distributed. Fig. 4 shows the uniaxial tensile stress and strain 
curves obtained from the laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. It 
can be seen that the calibrated incipient bedding planes exhibited different 
elastic moduli and strengths (coloured solid lines) and matched well with 
those from the laboratory experiments (dashed lines). A representative failure 
pattern of an incipient bedding plane is shown in Fig. 5b (left), in which the 
sample broke approximately along a bedding plane. The result of the 
numerical simulation of this sample is also presented (right in Fig. 5b) for 
comparison.  
3.2 Strength and failure modes 
3.2.1 Stress-strain curves 
Fig. 6 shows the uniaxial tensile stress against the axial strain of the modelled 
transversely isotropic MGS in direct tension. A simple diagram showing the 
locations of the measurement spheres is also included. The axial tensile 
stresses measured in the top, middle and bottom spheres within each tested 
sample are plotted in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the axial tensile stresses 
measured by the three spheres (see, for example, the close-up view of β=60°) 
matched very well (average value was calculated and used as the peak 
uniaxial tensile strength), which demonstrates the quasi-static distribution of 
the stresses in the simulated samples.  
For all cases, uniaxial tensile strength exhibited a gradual increase when the 
bedding inclination increased. The stress magnitude increased from 0.69 MPa 
(β=0°) to 2.05 MPa (as β increased to 90°). The elastic moduli, however, 
displayed clear differences and abrupt increases. At low inclinations (β=0°, 20° 
and 30°), the simulated samples failed in a pure tensile mode with 
approximately the same elastic modulus, which was controlled by the elastic 
modulus of the bedding planes. However, the elastic modulus increased 
abruptly, similar to that of the intact rock at relatively higher bedding 
inclinations (β=40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, and 90°). For the intermediate case 
(β=35°), the elastic modulus was in between those of the high and low 
inclination cases.  
3.2.2 Failure modes and characteristics 
Fig. 7 shows the failure modes of the transversely isotropic rocks in the 
numerical tests. As described in section 3.1, the incipient bedding planes with 
different strengths are represented with different colours. The particles 
(orange) of the simulated samples are shown transparently. The microcracks 
induced during the direct tension tests within each sample are presented in 
3D sketched diagrams. The tensile cracks are marked in black, and the shear 
cracks are marked in blue.  
As shown in Fig. 7, tension-induced microcracks (black) dominated along the 
incipient bedding planes with high inclinations (β=90°, 80°, 70°, 60°and 50°), 
indicating that the samples failed dominantly in the tensile mode. For example, 
when β=90°, 2419 tensile microcracks formed by the end of the test, which is 
more than 98% of the total number of microcracks (2449). In addition, the 
angles of the primary failure planes (βf) equalled 0°, which indicates that these 
failure planes were perpendicular to the tensile loading axis. For the cases 
when the inclinations were 60° and 50°, more tensile cracks were induced 
along the bedding planes. It should be noted that some scattered microcracks 
were induced in the DEM samples rather than along the major fractures due 
to the intrinsic rock matrix anisotropy [11]. The shear failure mode was 
observed when β reduced further to 40°, for which case the shear cracks 
dominated (3070 out of 3191 in total). The failure plane in this case was 
complex: partly along the weaker incipient bedding planes and partly through 
the rock matrix.  
At lower inclinations (β=30°, 20° and 0°), the samples all exhibited clear 
tensile failure modes that were controlled by the weakest bedding plane (i.e., 
B5). Additionally, a simulation with β=35° was conducted to investigate the 
transitional failure pattern. It can be clearly seen that (Fig. 7, β=35°) mixed-
mode failure occurred and was accompanied by tensile failure along the 
bedding planes (B4 and B5) and shear failure through the rock matrix, 
between the bedding planes. An “en echelon” primary facture plane was 
generated.  
3.3 Crack orientation and particle displacement: Microscale 
observations 
As one of its major advantages, the particle-based DEM allows the tracking of 
cracks and displacements at the particle scale to gain a better understanding 
of the micromechanisms contributing to the behaviour of rock subjected to 
stress. In PFC3D, the direction of a microcrack is normal to the broken bond 
[28]. In this study, the induced microcracks (penny-shaped discs in 3D) that 
formed by the end of the direct tension tests were plotted as poles in a 
stereonet (with equal angle). The contours of the pole concentrations at each 
bedding inclination are presented in Fig. 8 (poles are not shown for clarity). In 
these figures, the numbers of poles (microcracks), bedding orientations (black 
great circles) and corresponding poles (black dots), and legends are also 
shown.  
At relatively low inclinations (β=0°, 20° and 30°), the orientation contours of 
the microcracks are clearly concentrated around the poles of the bedding 
planes, demonstrating that the orientations of the induced microcracks were 
largely controlled by the bedding orientations. For these three cases, the 
percentages of the induced microcracks with relatively low dip angles (within 
30°) were the largest. For example, when β=0°, these percentages were 
between 9~12% per 1% area (represented as yellow to red areas in Fig. 8, 
β=0°). As β increased to 35°, apart from the tensile cracks induced along the 
weak bedding planes (see Fig. 7, β=35°), a large number of shear cracks 
were created within the rock matrix and showed a scattered crack orientation, 
as shown in Fig. 8 (β=35°). Moreover, this figure (Fig. 8, β=35°) also revealed 
that the induced cracks with orientations that were close to that of the bedding 
plane still dominated. This finding also applies to a bedding inclination of 40°, 
for which situation the microcracks were induced both along the bedding 
planes and through the rock matrix (Fig. 7, β=40°), but more cracks with 
orientations close to that of the bedding were created (orange and red areas 
in Fig. 8, β=40°). For the cases where the primary failure planes were 
approximately perpendicular to the loading axis (see Fig. 8, β=50°, 60°, 70°, 
80°, and 90°), the orientations of the induced microcracks were not controlled 
by the orientations of the bedding planes. The similar distribution of the 
created microcracks for β=50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, and 90° demonstrates that the 
influence of the rock matrix dominated the orientation of microcracks.  
Vector plots of the particle displacement are shown in Fig. 9, in which two 
vertical cross sections are shown without particles for clarity. It can be seen 
that the displacement contours show clear layering for β=0°, 20°, and 30°, 
which is related to the elastic modulus of the bedding planes. The simulated 
samples with bedding inclinations of 40°, 50°, 60°, 70°, 80°, and 90° do not 
exhibit a regular displacement distribution.  
4. Comparison study  
The simulated results in this study, including the anisotropic direct tensile 
strength and failure plane orientation, are compared with the predicted results 
from well-established failure criteria. 
4.1 Direct tensile failure criteria  
In this section, the direct tensile failure criteria of transversely isotropic rocks 
are briefly introduced.  
4.1.1 Barron criterion [15]  
Based on the modified Griffith crack theory, Barron [15] introduced an elliptical 
crack model in which the plane of isotropy was assumed to be along the 
planes of bedding. The anisotropic tensile strength σtβ of a layered rock, in 
relation to the bedding angle β, can be formulated as 
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where σt0° and σt90° are the minimum and maximum tensile strength at β=0° 
and β=90°, respectively. β* is a critical angle beyond which infinitely large 
tensile strength will be calculated using Eq. (1). 
As discussed by Li and Aubertin [30] and Liao et al. [25], Eq. (1) will lead to an 
infinitely large tensile strength at a high value of β, and they suggested that 
this equation can provide an accurate strength prediction only when β≤60°.  
4.1.2 Nova and Zaninetti criterion [24] 
A series of direct tensile tests were conducted by Nova and Zaninetti [24] on a 
quartzitic gneiss. The findings from their laboratory tests led to the creation of 
the Nova and Zaninetti criterion, which is given as  
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Correspondingly, the failure plane βf is given by  
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4.1.3 Liao et al. criterion [25]  
Liao et al. [25] extended the Barron’ criterion (Eq. (1)) by proposing a second 
formulation that is accurate at higher values of β, given by  
2
t t90 (1 sin ) * 90c                                 (5) 
where c is a material constant determined by considering the smooth 
transition between two curves that intersect at point (β*, σtβ*).  
Eqs. (1) and (5) can be combined to form a complete criterion for assessing 
the direct tensile strength of anisotropic rocks.  
4.1.4 Li and Aubertin criterion [30] 
Based on the results of a laboratory investigation, Li and Aubertin [30] 
proposed an empirical failure criterion, which is expressed as   
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where n refers to a material constant that can be approximately calculated 
by  
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4.1.5 Pietruszczak and Mroz’s CPA criterion [31] 
Pietruszczak and Mroz [31] indicated that the anisotropy of rock materials can 
be related to their microstructures such as bedding and foliation. They 
proposed an anisotropic failure criterion called the “Critical Plane Approach 
(CPA)” by incorporating the tensile stress tensor of the microstructure. See 
Pietruszczak and Mroz [31] for the detailed background and derivation. The 
CPA criterion under uniaxial direct tension is given as  
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The main advantage of the CPA stems from the fact that it does not employ a 
material constant in the input parameters, which is more practical compared 
with the phenomenological formulations proposed by Li and Aubertin [30] and 
Liao et al. [25] 
4.1.6 Lee and Pietruszczak's SPW criterion [3]  
Similar to Jaeger’s anisotropic shear failure criteria [32], Lee and Pietruszczak 
[3] proposed anisotropic tensile failure criterion of a single plane of weakness 
(SPW) under the assumption that the weak plane has a uniform tensile 
strength. This criterion was originally deduced for a triaxial tension condition. 
Anisotropic rocks subjected to a confining pressure σ3 will fail when the 
normal stress acting on the weakness plane reaches σt0°; this relationship can 
be stated as  
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Like the Barron criterion [15], Eq. (10) applies only when β is lower than a 
critical value β’, which is given by 
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In the case of uniaxial direct tension, Eqs. (10) and (11) are simplified to  
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4.2 Results of the comparison  
The anisotropic direct tensile strengths and failure inclinations of transversely 
isotropic MGS samples were calculated by the failure criteria described in 
section 4.1. The maximum (σt90°=2.05 MPa) and minimum (σt0°=0.69 MPa) 
tensile strengths measured in the simulation were used in the calculation. 
Table 3 lists the results predicted through the failure criteria and simulated by 
the numerical models in this paper. A comparison of the anisotropic direct 
strengths is shown in Fig. 10. It can be seen that the simulated anisotropic 
direct tensile strength in this research (grey dots in Fig. 10) was in good 
agreement with the theoretical predictions. For the case when β=40°, the 
simulated result (1.31 MPa) was slightly larger than the predicted values 
(between 0.91 and 1.11 MPa), which may be related to the pure shear failure 
mode (rather than direct tension) occurred in the simulation (see Fig. 7, 
β=40°). Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the inclinations of the primary failure 
planes. The results of this study agreed very well with the results of previous 
studies at relatively small bedding inclinations (0°≤ β ≤30°); however, for β 
≥50°, the simulated samples primarily failed with inclinations of zero, which is 
smaller than those predicted by the failure criteria (Table 3 and Fig. 11).  
5. Discussion  
5.1 Effect of bedding planes with different relative positions 
Sedimentary layered rocks may have complex bedding structures (mainly due 
to tectonics) that cannot be simply represented as planar bedding surfaces 
[33]. In addition, bedding planes often exhibit different tensile strengths 
resulting from their complex geological formation, variable rates of deposition 
and other factors including weathering and unloading, showing different 
degrees of incipiency [12, 14]. Previous studies often assumed that bedding 
planes retain a consistent strength and ignored their incipiency. In this study, 
the incipient bedding planes are simulated as thin layers without considering 
the effects of tectonics but taking into account their incipiency (represented by 
relative tensile strength). The direct tensile strengths of these incipient 
bedding planes were first measured in the laboratory (Fig. 2 and Table 1), and 
the results were used to calibrate the numerical models (Figs. 4 and 5). DEM 
samples with a specific bedding plane arrangement were constructed in this 
study (Figs. 3b and 3d). The results show that, at small bedding inclinations 
(β=0°, 20° and 30°), the peak tensile strength and failure mode were 
controlled by the weakest bedding plane (i.e., B5) (Figs. 6 and 7). A 
combination failure mode (along the bedding planes and through the rock 
matrix) was observed at an inclination of 35°. However, at relatively larger 
inclinations (β≥50°), the samples failed with approximately horizontal failure 
planes, irrespective of the position and strength of the bedding planes.  
To investigate the effect of bedding planes with different relative positions on 
the direct tensile behaviour, two more scenarios (i.e., Cases 2 and 3 in Fig. 12) 
with different bedding plane positions were simulated. The numerical results 
of the additional cases are compared with those reported in section 3.2 (Fig. 
12). The relative positions of the bedding planes in the three cases are 
indicated on the failed samples (see Fig. 12, β=0°). The spacing of the 
bedding planes was the same (17 mm). It should be noted that only four 
representative inclinations (i.e., β=0°, 35°, 70° and 90°) were considered in 
these cases. It can be seen that there is a negligible influence of the relative 
bedding positions on the peak anisotropic tensile and failure modes. When 
β=0°, the direct tensile strength of all the simulated samples was the same 
(0.69 MPa), and they all failed along the weakest bedding plane (B5) in the 
tensile mode (only a small number of shear microcracks formed) (Fig. 12, 
β=0°). When β=35°, mixed-mode failures were also observed in Cases 2 and 
3, similar to that identified in Case 1. However, the peak tensile strengths 
were slightly different, at 1.21, 1.17 and 1.24 MPa, respectively (see Fig. 12, 
β=35°). When the inclinations increased to 70° and 90°, the peak tensile 
strengths (approximately 1.7 and 2.1 MPa, respectively) and failure modes 
observed (all tensile failure) agreed very well between the three cases 
because the rock matrix, rather than the bedding planes, primarily controlled 
the failure (Fig. 12, β=70° and 90°).  
5.2 Effect of bedding planes with different spacing 
Stratification boundaries between layers with a strata thickness (s) greater 
than 10 mm are treated as bedding planes [34], which can be subdivided into 
different groups on the basis of the strata thickness [35]: thick-bedded (s>300 
mm), medium-bedded (300 mm>s>100 mm), thin-bedded (100 mm>s>30 mm) 
and very thin bedded (30 mm>s>10 mm). In this paper, the direct tensile 
behaviour of Midgley Grit sandstone with thin to very thin beds was 
investigated. Five incipient bedding planes with an equal spacing of 17 mm 
(but different tensile strengths) were simulated (see Figs. 3b and 3d). To 
investigate the effect of bedding planes with different spacing on the tensile 
behaviour, three additional cases with different bedding spacings (between 10 
mm and 38 mm) were simulated (see Cases B, C and D in Fig. 13, β=0°). The 
sequence of bedding planes strengths and spacing between B3 and B4 
remained the same. Note that it is impossible to account for all scenarios; 
therefore, for simplification, limited spacing cases were studied by taking into 
account the size of the samples used in the simulations (Fig. 3). Fig. 13 
shows a comparison of the simulation results. It can be seen that the peak 
tensile strength variation in the cases with the same bedding inclinations were 
small and controlled by the weakest bedding planes (for low inclination when 
β=0°) and by the rock matrix (for high inclinations when β=70° and 90°). The 
positions of the failure planes when β=0° and 90° agreed very well (Fig. 13, 
β=0° and 90°); however, for β=70°, the positions of the failure planes 
exhibited some degree of bedding dependence (Fig. 13, β=70°). A somewhat 
larger strength difference was observed for β=35° (1.21, 1.11, 1.11 and 1.20 
MPa for Cases A-D respectively, see Fig. 13, β=35°). The positions of the 
failure planes were affected by the bedding positions.  
The results of the simulations above indicate that the differences in 
anisotropic direct tensile behaviour (in the sense of peak strength and failure 
inclination) resulting from the bedding configuration (relative position and 
bedding spacing) are small and can be ignored. However, the position and 
shape of the failure plane were slightly influenced by the position of the 
weakest bedding plane and the bedding spacing.   
5.3 Tensile strength anisotropy: A lithology control 
Rock with different geological formations can exhibit a range of physical 
characteristics and lithologies in terms of its texture, grain size and 
composition. Lithology controls the mechanical, petrophysical and 
hydrological properties of rocks. Fig. 14 shows the anisotropic direct tensile 
strengths of three lithologies (error bars come from the laboratory experiments 
in the literature). It can be seen that the anisotropic tensile strength is 
controlled by the lithology. The tensile strength anisotropy, controlled by the 
lithology and the properties of the planes of weakness, can be quantitatively 
described by the anisotropic degree k, which is given by  
  k = σtM / σtm                                                    (14) 
where σtM and σtm refer to the maximum and minimum anisotropic tensile 
strengths measured in either direct or indirect tension tests.  
As shown in Fig. 14, the maximum anisotropic direct tensile strengths of the 
quarzitic gneiss and argillite were much larger than that of the Midgley Grit 
sandstone (simulated in this study). Fig. 15 presents the anisotropic degree of 
the tensile strength of the different lithologies measured in uniaxial direct 
tension (UDT) tests, Brazilian direct tension (BDT) tests and ring tests (RTs). 
According to Singh et al. [37], three classifications of anisotropic degree (i.e., 
weak anisotropy, medium anisotropy and strong anisotropy) were proposed, 
and they are indicated by the different shaded areas in Fig. 15. The dashed 
line of k=1 represents isotropy. The anisotropic degree of the MGS calculated 
in this study based on the DEM simulations is included. Table 4 lists the 
detailed data assembled from the literature. As shown in Fig. 15, the 
anisotropic degree is quite scattered for different lithologies, demonstrating a 
lithology control. Interestingly, the anisotropic degrees of lithology measured 
by the indirect tensile tests (open symbols in Fig. 15) plot in the weak and 
medium anisotropy areas, except for the Hualian marble. Whereas, the results 
from the direct tension tests mainly exhibit strong anisotropy, except that of 
the serpentineous schist.  
6. Conclusion 
The anisotropic direct tensile behaviour of Midgley Grit sandstone with 
incipient bedding planes was studied using the particle-based DEM. The 
incipient bedding planes were differentiated in the numerical investigation in 
terms of the direct tensile strength. A laboratory experiment was conducted to 
measure the direct tensile strength of incipient bedding planes, and the results 
were used to calibrate the numerical model. The numerical results were 
compared with those predicted by failure criteria and measured from 
laboratory experiments. Good agreements were observed in the comparison 
study. 
This study revealed that the peak anisotropic direct tensile strength, failure 
plane inclination and elastic modulus of the Midgley Grit sandstone were 
controlled by the properties of the weakest bedding plane (at relatively small 
inclinations, below 30° in this study) and the properties of the rock matrix (at 
relatively large inclinations, more than 50° in this study). Tensile failure modes 
were observed for all samples simulated in the two cases. Mixed-mode failure, 
however, was identified when the bedding inclination was 35°, in which case 
an “en echelon” primary failure plane was generated.  
It is also found that the relative position of the bedding planes and spacing at 
the core-sample scale (shown in the simulated scenarios) had a very small 
influence on the peak anisotropic direct tensile strength, failure mode and 
primary failure plane inclination. The positions of the primary failure planes, 
however, were slightly affected by the bedding configurations. It is also 
revealed that the tensile strength anisotropy was strongly controlled by the 
lithology and that the Midgley Grit sandstone simulated in this study exhibited 
a strong direct tensile strength anisotropy.  
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Figure Captions 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagrams showing the typical failure modes of sidewall rock 
strata (thinly bedded strata) observed in the Wudongde underground 
powerhouse in China. Adapted from Zhou et al. [9]. 
Fig. 2 Setup of the direct tension test of a laminated Midgley Grit sandstone 
(MGS) sample containing incipient bedding planes.  
Fig. 3 Numerical model setup. (a) A representative cylindrical sample used in 
the numerical direct tension tests; (b) bedding planes with an inclination of 70° 
(bedding inclination is defined in (e)); (c) three measurement spheres used to 
log the stress within the sample during its deformation and (d) a schematic 
diagram showing the numerical samples prepared with bedding planes with 
different strengths and inclinations. Different colours refer to bedding planes 
with different strengths. Some particles in (b) and (c) are not shown for clarity.  
Fig. 4 Comparison of the direct tension stress-strain curves obtained from the 
laboratory experiments and the numerical simulations.     
Fig. 5 Representative failure of sandstone in uniaxial tensile tests in the 
laboratory and DEM modelling. (a) Ostensibly homogeneous Midgley Grit 
sandstone samples and (b) samples with the same lithology but containing 
incipient bedding planes.  
Fig. 6 Numerical results of the stress-strain curves from the transversely 
isotropic rocks.  
Fig. 7 Failure modes of the transversely isotropic samples after the direct 
tension tests. The incipient bedding planes with different strengths were 
marked in five different colours. The tensile and shear cracks were marked in 
black and blue, respectively.  
Fig. 8 Orientation contours of the microcracks induced within the transversely 
isotropic rocks after uniaxial direct tension testing. Microcrack poles are not 
shown for clarity, while the bedding planes (black great circles) with different 
inclinations and corresponding poles (black dots) were included.  
Fig. 9 Displacement vector plots of the simulated transversely isotropic rocks 
(shown as two section views) after the direct tension tests.  
Fig. 10 Comparison of the anisotropic direct tensile strength of the laminated 
Midgley Grit sandstone predicted by the failure criteria and by this numerical 
investigation.  
Fig. 11 Comparison of the inclinations of the primary failure planes after the 
direct tension tests.  
Fig. 12 Effect of the bedding planes with different relative positions on the 
anisotropic direct tensile behaviour.  
Fig. 13 Effect of the bed spacing on the anisotropic direct tensile behaviour.  
Fig. 14 Variation in the direct tensile strength versus the bedding inclinations 
obtained from the tests conducted on rocks with different lithology.  
Fig. 15 Anisotropic degree of the tensile strength of rocks with different 
geological formations.  
Table Captions 
Table 1 Parts of the broken bedding planes with different direct tensile 
strengths. 
Table 2 Micro-parameters calibrated to reproduce the direct tensile behaviour 
of the laminated and bedded Midgley Grit sandstone. 
Table 3 Anisotropic direct tensile strength and failure inclinations of the 
transversely isotropic sandstone predicted from the failure criteria and 
simulated in this study.  
Table 4 Anisotropic degree of the transversely isotropic rocks with different 
geological formations
 
Table 1 Parts of the broken bedding planes with different direct tensile strengths. 
Sample Height Tensile strength Percentage to UTS of 
intact rock (%) 
Failure patterns 
BH 2_1 152 1.51 72.6  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BH 3_1 140 0.65 31.3 
BH 2_2 150 1.79 86.1 
BH 1_4 110 1.82 87.5 
BH 1_3 112 1.69 81.3 
Note: The uniaxial tensile strength (UTS) of intact Midgley Grit sandstone is 2.08 MPa [14]. 
 
 
 
Table 2 Micro-parameters calibrated to reproduce the direct tensile behaviour of the laminated and bedded Midgley Grit sandstone  
Micro-properties Magnitude 
Particle-based and linear contact properties   
Ball radius (mm) 1.0 – 1.5  
Ball density (kg/m3) 2500 
Particle linear contact modulus (GPa) 11 
Linear contact normal to shear stiffness ratio 1.0 
Coefficient of particle friction 0.7 
 
Parallel bond properties  
 
Parallel bond modulus (GPa) 8.5 
Parallel bond normal to the shear stiffness ratio 1.0 
Parallel bond cohesion (MPa) 2.1 
Parallel bond tensile strength (MPa) 3.3 
Parallel bond friction angle (o) 45 
 
Smooth joint contact properties 
 
Smooth joint contact normal stiffness (N/m3) (B1 - B5) 1e11, 8e10, 2e10, 6e10 and 3.8e10 
Tensile strength of smooth-joint bond (MPa)  (B1 - B5)  1.05, 1.0, 0.9, 0.85 and 0.38 
Smooth joint contact coefficient of friction  0.7 
Smooth joint bond normal to shear stiffness ratio 1.0 
Cohesion of smooth-joint bond (MPa) 2.1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 Anisotropic direct tensile strength and failure inclinations of the transversely isotropic sandstone predicted from the failure criteria and 
simulated in this study.  
Inclinations 
of incipient 
bedding 
planes, β (o) 
Anisotropic tensile strength, σtβ (MPa) Failure inclinations, βf (degree) 
Barron 
[15] 
Nova and 
Zaninetti 
[24] 
Liao et 
al.  
[25] 
Li and 
Aubertin 
[30] 
Lee and 
Pietruszczak [3] 
This 
study 
Nova and 
Zaninetti 
[24] 
Pietruszczak 
and Mroz  
[31] 
Lee and 
Pietruszczak [3]  
This 
study 
0 0.69 0.69 -- 0.69 0.69 0.69 0 0 0 0 
10 0.71 0.70 -- 0.70 0.71 -- 9.5 6.6 10 -- 
20 0.76 0.75 -- 0.74 0.78 0.75 18.2 13.0 20 20 
30 0.85 0.83 -- 0.85 0.92 0.86 25.5 19.0 30 30 
35 0.93 0.88 -- 0.93 1.03 1.20 28.5 21.7 35 -- 
40 1.02 0.95 -- 1.04 1.18 1.31 31.0 24.2 40 40 
50 1.31 1.13 -- 1.29            1.67 1.47 34.1 28.1 50 0 
60 1.84 1.37 1.75 1.56 2.05 1.64 34.1 29.8 0 0 
70 -- 1.67 1.89 1.81 2.05 1.69 29.4 27.2 0 0 
80 -- 1.93 2.00 1.99 2.05 1.83 18.1 17.6 0 0 
90 -- 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05 2.05 0 0 0 0 
Note: β* =60° in Eqs. (1), (2) and (5); n= σt90°/ σt0° =3.0 in Eq. (6); and β’ =cos-1 (σt0°/ σt90°)-0.5=55.4° in Eqs. (10) and (11). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4 Anisotropic degree of the transversely isotropic rocks with different geological formations.  
Transversely isotropic rocks with different 
geological formations and data sources 
Maximum 
tensile 
strength  
σt90° (MPa) 
Minimum 
tensile 
strength 
σt0°  
(MPa) 
Anisotropic 
degree of 
tensile 
strength, k 
Methodology 
quarzitic gneiss (Italy), Nova and Zaninetti [24] 8.75 2.49 3.51 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, laboratory test) 
granitoid gneiss (Italy), Barla and Innaurato [16] 9.13 6.61 1.38 Brazilian disc test (BDT, laboratory test) 
Val Gesso gneiss (Italy), Barla and Goffi [23] 7.30 1.62 4.50 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, laboratory test) 
serpentineous schist (Italy), Barla and Goffi [23] 10 7 1.42 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, laboratory test) 
serpentineous schist (Italy), Barla and Innaurato [16] 13.69 5.77 2.37 Brazilian disc test (BDT, laboratory test) 
Pretoria slate (South Africa), Hoek [1] 19.86 4.24 4.68 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, laboratory test) 
argillite (Taiwan, China), Liao et al. [25] 12.53 1.13 11.09 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, laboratory test) 
Upper Red sandstone (Qom, Iran), Khanlari et al. [19] 8.18 6.34 1.29 Brazilian disc test (BDT, laboratory test) 
5.61 5.24 1.07 
7.03 4.62 1.52 
6.57 3.76 1.75 
8.82 4.85 1.82 
Hualian marble (Taiwan, China), Chen and Hsu [17] 10.97 3.45 3.18 Ring test (RT, laboratory test) 
10.31 3.96 2.60 
Spray River siltstone (Canada), Barron [15] 1.23 1.0 1.23 Ring test (RT, laboratory test) 
Longmaxi shale (China), Yang et al. [18] 5.55 4.26 1.30 Brazilian disc test (BDT, laboratory test) 
7.03 3.11 2.26 
7.25 3.05 2.38 
Mancos shale (Norway), Jensen [36] 3.07 2.98 1.03 Brazilian disc test (BDT, laboratory test) 
2.08 0.31 6.71 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, laboratory test) 
Midgley Grit sandstone (United Kingdom), this study 2.05 0.69 2.97 Uniaxial direct tension (UDT, DEM model) 
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